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The serially produced compactable gamma and beta dosimeters and radiometers in Belarus are used for 
measurements of radon in natural water, soil air and indoor air. Perspective devices from ATOMTEX for 
measurements of radongenering and radoncontaining in natural environments are spectrometric gamma 
radiometer RKG-AT1320 (NaI(Tl) ∅63×63mm) and dosimeter-radiometer MKS-AT1125 as well as 
radiometer RKG-02A (NaI(Tl) ∅25×40mm). There are presented methods for sampling of radon and 
radon short-lived daughter products (RDP) on volume fibrous filters for measuring in Marinelli beakers 
(0,5l and 1l). The dosimeter-radiometer MKS-AT6130 (end-type G.-M.) may be used for measuring of 
indoor radoncontaining jointly with sampling on an effective filter. 

There are developed new approaches of known methods of radionuclide sorption. The main task is to 
apply new fibrous sorbents for sampling. The adopted methods for sampling and initial preparation of 
samples of water and soil air for analysis of radoncontaining are suggested. The duration of sampling and 
initial preparation is ≤4 hours. Fibrous ion–exchangers “FIBAN” are used for ions sorption because of it 
have high exchangeable capacity for cathions and anions (20-100%). As radon sorption, there have been 
planned to use a carbon fiber. The advantage of proposed method is the simple preparation which may be 
realized both in-situ and in field conditions. Thus, the preliminary result may be known in-situ 
immediately. 

Conceptual elements of designed methods: 

1. Radon is sorbed by a fibrous carbon sorbent only. 2. RDP are sorbed by both FIBAN and a carbon 
sorbent. FIBAN-K-1 is used for sorption of RDP. Particles of any heavy metal may be precipitated in air 
current on an available plane membrane or fibrous filter. 3. Sorption factors of radon by a carbon fibrous 
sorbent as well as RDP by FIBAN and a carbon fiber are constant for measurement conditions (air flux, 
mass of sorbents, type of measuring geometry etc.). 4. There is sorbed radon on a carbon fiber only for 
measuring of radon in soil air. The counting procedure is realized only after the radioactive equilibrium 
between radon and RDP on the filter (sorbent). 5. There are sorbed both radon and RDP for measuring of 
radon in water. The complex of sorbents is used. There is regarded the radioactive equilibrium between 
radon and RDP in the water sample. The amount of radium in the water is considered as negligible. 

The design of testing laboratory facilities and basic results are suggested. The estimating sensitivity of 
RKG-02A to a mixture of radon with RDP is as ∼1,5 times as for 137Cs radiation (the main purpose of 
these devices). There were laboratory tests of the method for measurement of radon VA in soil air. The 
carbon fiber (canvas or nonwoven) was used as a sorbent. The Marinelli beaker was packed by the 
complex sorbent – carbon nonwoven fiber + FIBAN-K-1 to test the method of radon VA measurement in 
water. A water activity in the measuring beaker without sorption (the “direct” method) is as less as a 
sorbent activity after passing through of sampled water. The 160l water sample was released during 
4 hours of initial sample preparation. 

The design of technique with radiation monitor MKS-AT6130 is intended for large-scale radon screening 
and may be used for both specialists and students or beginning researchers. There has been detected beta 
and gamma radiation simultaneously. Sampling installation consists of filter, filter holder, pumping 
system (ex. vacuum cleaner) and air flowmeter. 


